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ABSTRACT

The energy efficiency ratios (EERs) of rnarketed residential air
conditioning equipment have increased during recent years@ This investi
gation examined the benefits of replacing a unit having an EER of 6 with a
unit having an EER of 10 in a prototypical two story house located in 32
U.Se cities@ The DOE-2.1A building silTIulation model was used to predict
the energy savings associated with this action@ The reasonableness of the
mode 1 for thi s study was confi rmed by compari n9 the DOE-2@ lA predi cted
energy use data with measured energy use data for the ACES control house in
Knoxville, Tennessee, and four specially metered houses in ttle Rock,
Arkansas@

It is predicted that the seasonal efficiencies (SEERs) of correctly
sized units will vary from 0.6 of the rated EERs in the northern part of
the country, to O@8 of the rated EERs in the mi ddl e part of the country,

to about rated EERs in the lower southern country @

rsized u ts were predicted to have lower SEERs@

Using 1982 capital and ect cal energy costs, simp'le payback periods
were calculated to be as low as 5 years in the lower south regions to about

to 15 years in the upper south regions@ If the air conditioning unit
needs replacement, the simple payback period for the incremental cost of
ins ling a -efficiency unit was calculated to be about 2 to 5 years
in these regions@ rther would be realized if existing oversized
u ts were properly zed high ciency units@
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INTRODUCTION

The ever i ncreasi ng cost of energy has had a marked effect on the
efficiency of residential air-conditioning equipment that is marketed.
Demand for higher efficiency equipment is reflected by industry shipments,
which show increasing EERs with time. The average EER of these units has
increased from about 7 in 1977 to 8-9 in 1982. Pri or to 1977, an average
EER of about 6 was predolninant. Today, there are air-conditioning units on
the market with EERs in excess of 12; however, these are limited. There is
a wide range of units having EERs of 10 or greater@

The purpose of this study was to investigate the cost and benefits of
replacing a central air-conditioning unit in a residence with a new high
efficiency unit. l It was assumed that a unit having an EER of 10 would
be used to replace an existing unit having an EER of 6@ Three different
situations that must be considered for replacing an existing unit are:
(1) the existing unit is· econornically beyond repair and must be replaced in
any case, (2) the existing unit has limited life expectancy and needs major
repair, such as compressor replacement, and (3) the existing unit continues
to operate with a history of little or no failures, but has a low EER value
«6)~ A corollary of this effort was to evaluate the impact of oversized
air conditioning units on seasonal efficiency and operating costS$

The approach used to evaluate the benefits of replacing the
air-condi oniny units was to use the DOE-2@lA building energy use
prograln2 predict the seasonal air-conditioning energy sav;·ngs. This
was done a prototypical house located in 32 cities representing
different climate areas$

reasonableness of the OOE-2elA program for this study was
by analysis r-condi oning ~nergy use data for the ACES

located in Knoxvi e, Tennessee3 and four occupied houses
le Rock, Arkansas.

SIMULATION AND CONFIR lION

OOE-2@lA program describes the flow of heat in a building and the
HVAC equipment on an hourly bas;s@ The program uses detailed

for the building geometry and construction, for the HVAC system, and
the weather to predict the energy flow in the building@ Solar radia

tion, internal heat loads in the form of people, lights, and equipment, as
well as any air infiltration or ventilation, are incorporated in the energy
flow description@ ·Heat flow through all the internal and external building
surfaces is assumed to be one-dimensional@2
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The program uses a sequential approach to calculate the eneryy use by
the HVAC equipment. It first determines the heating or cooling loads in
each zone of the building, assuming the interior temperature in each zone
is fixed. This part of the program is called LOADS and a time series
approach, called the weightiny factor rnethod, is used to account for delays
in heat transfer. These fixed temperature loads are then passed on to the
next part of the program, called SYSTEMS, where the actual zone tempera
tures and the amount of heat added or extracted by the HVAC systems are
calculated@ The weighting factor method is used again, together with the
HVAC equipment characteristics, to predict these values@2

The DOE-2.1A prograln is designed to accept detailed input data re
garding building geometry and construction and HVAC equipment design and
perforlnance characteristics. Many of these data do not have to be speci
fied in order to use the program. The program can draw upon its library of
default data and routines to fill in the missingdata@ In this study, the
total HVAC system capacities and circulating air flow rates at design
conditions were specified, but the programis default relations were used to
modify these quantities at other conditions.

Simulation Model Confirmation

Although DOE-2elA is a hiyhly detailed computer program, it is still a
simpli ed model of the complex building and HVAC system behavior. It was
thus felt desirable to confirm its use for this speci c application of
residential structures and r-conditioniny eq pment behaviors@ The lack

detailed air-conditioning system performance data, and, in some cases,
housi construction data was a special concern in this study. Reliance on
many the programBs default relations to air--conditioning
system's performance to be proven viable~

achieve confi in program, predicted residenti
use was camp with measu valuese Two sources of

were (1) the Annual Cycle rgy System (ACES) control
and (2) four occupi ses ected frorn t ttle Rock

c Energy Systems Load Management Demonstration program. 4 The
house limitation of bei only a single sample, but it

was ve well bed accu input data to the sirnulation model.
ttle Rock houses provi a number of samples and degree of

variety of house type~

son control house d~ta th the UOE-2$lA simu-
were done the winter of 19 -1978, and the summer of 1978$

had a medium efficiency heat pump to heat and cool the house, but
nter of 1977-1978, only the electric resistance heaters were

heat the house$3 The construction data for this house are well
ned, and the internal loads were artificially added on a precise

s edul e @ On-s ite weather data, except for the cloud cover and sol ar
radiation data, were used in this comparison~ Cloud cover data measured at
the Knoxvi lle ai rport, located within five mi les of the test te, were
assumed to be valid for this simulation$
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The comparisons for the 1977-1978 winter heating season and the 1978
summer cooling season are presented in Figures 1 and 2. The number of days
of each month when the experimental data were recorded are noted on these
figures. Good agreement was obtained for the cumulative energy use for
both seasons, about 3%. Agreement of the fnonthly average energy use rates
were also generally very good for both seasons. The exceptions were those
for January and June. The reasons for this were not investigated, but it
should be noted that the data were collected in January for only six days.
Factors such as a hi gher than norma 1 number of door open; ngs du ri ng thi s
peri ad coul d have a rna rked effect on the measured energy use. The di ffer~
ence of 10% in the cooling energy use during June was felt to be within the
accuracy required for this study. There were no trends observed here which
would lead to a conclusion that the DOE-2.1A predicted values that are in
suspect.

The comparisons for the four little Rock houses were done for the
summer of 1981. The air-conditioning units (heat pump for House 2) were
separately metered for their energy use. Days with missing data were
excluded and other days were also excluded due to a combination of missing
data and other anomalies, such as obvious vacation periods@ Details of the
house construction, shading, and internal heat loads were not known with
the accuracy of those for the ACES control house@ Therefore, some assump
tions had to be made, and there was some iteration in comparing the pre
di cted and fneasured data to estimate paralneters such as natural venti lation
due to wi ndow open; ngs and vacat i on peri ods s The weather data for these
simulations were assumed to be those measured at the Little Rock airport.

Results for Houses 1 and 2 are shown in Figures 3 and 4s The impor
tance of lifestyle on cooling energy use can be seen clearlys The compar
ison for House 1 is very good* Here, the best agreement was obtained by
assuming that the windows are opened du ng the daytime hours only when the
outside air enthalpy was sufficiently low to cool the house. The overall
agreement using this assumption is 1@2% compared to 2s7% when neglecting
any window openings@ The greatest improvement is for the month of May (the
coolest of three months evaluated), where the assumption of window
open; improved the agreement from 46% 4%s

1; e assumptions is further illustrated in
t House comparisons~ Neglecting any window opening, the predicted
seasona 1 energy use is about 16% hi gher than the measured val ue@ The
greatest di sagreement occu rred du ri ng the months delnandi ng 1ess ai r con ....
ditioning, such as September, where the values differed by 79%. (The May
comparison includes some heating energy, and thus is of limited value
here~) Assuming that the windows were opened during the cooler hours
res t in better agreement, within 12% for the total season. Further
agreement was obtai ned by assumi ng that the shad; ng coeffi ci ent6 for the

ndows was reduced from 0.86 to 0.55 (by the use of shades and blinds)@
In this case, the seasonal energy use is predicted to be 6% lower than the
measured value@ Here the ayreement for September is somewhat better, the
predicted value being about 36% higher than the measured value@
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Similar comparisons were obtained for Houses 3 and 4@ While the exact
1i festyl e cannot be pi npoi nted in any of these scenari os, it can be seen
that the DOE-2.1A program input data can be specified to approxilnate the
1i festyl e effects on the predi cted energy use rates to the preci si on
required in this study.

COST/BENEFITS EVALUATION

Methodology and Results

The DOE-2.lA program was used to predict the air-conditioning sfstemls
seasonal energy use for the prototypical Hastings two-story house in 32
United States cities. The typical meteorological year (TMY) weather data
were used to represent the weather conditions in each of these cities. The
proper size (no excess capacity) of the air-conditioning unit was deter
mined in each city by trial and error using the DOE-2.1A program, assuming
that the indoor temperature would not exceed 80°F for more than 1% of the
coo1i ng season. The therlnostat setpoi nts were assumed to be 70°F for
heating and 78°F for cooling~ It was assumed further that the windows
would not be opened during the cooling season.

Results of these simulations for 6 of the 32 cities are summarized in
Table!@ (The results for all 32 cities are sUfllmar;zed in Reference 1@)
For the cities listed in column 1, column 2 identifies the percent that the
air-conditioning unit is oversized@ Columns 3 and 4 list the seasonal
energy consumption to handle the cooling load for two air-conditioning unit

ciencies; an original unit th an ::: 6 and a new replacement unit
with an EER ::: 10m The seasonal cooling load for each size unit is shown in
column 5~ cooling loads for the oversized units are slightly greater
since they maintain sliyhtly lower interior temperatures during the peak
load days~ Columns 6 and 7 list the calculated seasonal energy efficiency
ratio (SEER) for both the low- and high-efficiency units$ These values, of
course, vary with the climatic conditions$ The difference between the
energy consumptions for the low- and high-efficiency units is shown in
column 8m Column 9 represents the maximum energy savings that would occur
if nal low-efficiency unit was 50% oversized and was replaced by a
p zed high i ency unit~

lumns 11 reflect annual dollar savings for the respective
energy savings in columns 8 and 9, based on the 1982 average electricity
prices (column 10) for the state in which the city is located~8 The air
condi oning unit ratings, shown in column 13, are those for the properly
si units and the 25% and 50% oversized unitso Column 14 shows the
installed costs for new replacement units having rated EER ::: 6, and column
15 s the installed costs for new replacement units having rated
E ::: 10$ The following equations were used to estiJnate these costs~

for ::: 6, cost ($) ::: 250 + (0.025) (Btu/h rating),
for EER ::: 10, cost ($) ::: 400 + (O@04) (Btu/h rating)@
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These equations were developed from a regression of 1982 dealer costs for
units having a variety of efficiencies, doubled to include installation
c~sts. Keep in mind that it is only the air-conditioning unit which needs
replacing, not the ducting, wiring, etc.

The final results of this eva'luation are the cost vs benefit for
replacement ai r conditioners, shown as silnple payback in columns 16 and 17 e

Simple payback, as used here, ;s defined as the installed cost divided by
the first year energy savings. Column 16 shows the payback of replacing a
low-efficiency air-conditioning unit with a high-efficiency unit when both
the existing and replacement units are proper'ly sized for the load (zero
percent oversized). The upper number is based on charging the full in
stalled price for the replacement unit. The lower number is based on the
difference between the installed cost of a new high-efficiency unit and the
cost of installing a replacement low-efficiency unit, assuming the original
in-place unit needed replacing (not functioning or high maintenance costS)e

Column 17 shows the payback of replacing an existing low-efficiency
unit that is 50% oversized with a high-efficiency unit which is properly
sizede The upper number of column 17 is based on charging the full in
stalled cost of the replacement unite The lower number is based on the
difference between installing a new properly sized high-efficiency unit and
the cost of installing' a replacement ~O% oversized low-efficiency unit,
again assuming the original in-place unit need replacinge

The results in Table I are illustrated in Figure b for a house located
in Little Rock, Arkansas~ Elect cal energy usage (before and after air
conditioner replacement), energy and cost savings potential, retrofit
costs, and paybacks are illustrated in this fiyure$

The seasonal energy consumption for properly sized units and 50% over
sized u ts origi nal (EER:: 6) and replacement (EER :: 10) systems
are shown on the four corners of the quadri lateral e The corresponding
dollar values in brackets are the estimated installed costs of the re ....
placement tioning unitse For example, the upper left-hand corner
of Figure 5 shows an annual cooling energy consumption of 3784 kWh for air
condi oniny the prototype house (properly sized unit with an EER:: 10)e
The estimated installed cost of this replacement unit is $1520@ Along the
connecting lines between the corners are the kWh and corresponding dollar
S obt ned moving from anyone point (percent oversized and EER)

any other upgraded conditione If an original 50% oversized air
oning unit having an EER :: 6 was replaced with a properly sized unit
an EER:: 10, 3207 kWh of electricity would be saved during an
cooling season, resulting in a seasonal cost savings of $241~

Finally, the simple paybacks in years are shown on the left vertical
'line of Figure b (upgrading the EER, assuming the original unit was
properly sized) and on the diagonal line (upgrading the EER, as well as
reducing the capacity from 50% oversized to properly sized)s These
results are for two means of estimating air-conditioner replacement costs:
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(1) using the full cost of installing the new unit, and (2) using the
difference between the ful"' replacernent cost and the cost of replacing the
original unit without upgrading (shown in parentheses}e

As indicated in Figure 5, a homeowner can realize the quickest payback
by selecting a high-efficiency replacement unit that is properly sized for
the residence design load. In many cases, the existing unit is oversized
because of caution used in the size selection and reduced loads after
implementation of other energy conservation measurese For a 50% oversized
situation, the example here indicates a simple payback of 6@3 years, on the
basis of a full retrofit cost, or 0.91 years, if the original unit has
little expected life and needs rep·'acement. It is noted that the addi
tional cost for the higher efficiency unit is partially offset by selecting
a smaller properly sized unit that has a higher SEER value.

Overall Trends

To illustrate the overall trends of the SEER values, as a function of
seasonal climate conditions, the ratios of the SEER to the rated EER for
the properly sized air-conditioning units were calculated from the
predicted data for the 32 cities in this studye These ratios were plotted
on a map of the contiguous 48 states, and contours of these were drawn, as
shown in Figure 6@ These ratios vary frorn loU in south Florida to less
than 0 i n the very northern part of the country. These carre 1at ions do
not extend to the west coast region because of the high variability of the

in this region@

The predicted results also showed that there is about a 0.2% reduction
in the SEEK value for every 1% that the air-conditioning unit is oversizede
This degradation of the SEER should be considered in evaluating the energy
use of an air-conditioning unite

It was found that the simple economic payback mes for replacefnent
central tioning u ts va ed from less than one year to over 100

rs the 32 cities evaluated~ trends can be illustrated with the
use Figure 7e In south It (Zone I), simple payback times for

acement units in good ing tion were calculated to be as low
as 5 rs in lower part of the region to about 10 to 15 years in the
upper of the region. If air-conditioning unit needs replacement,
howeve r, these payback mes are reduced to 2 to b yea rs @ These payback
times are reduced rther if the existing failed units are oversized and
are laced wi properly sized high-efficiency unitse In this case, the
payback me for ,nost of the region is lower than 1 year, being as low as
Ue5 in some cities. The coastal areas of California are exceptions

e to the hi gh va ri abi 1i ty of the cl i mate e In these areas, the ai r-
tioning u t SEER is often low due to the unit operating significantly

ow design conditions for extended periods of timee

In a large northern portion of the country (Zone II), the simple
payback times are generally greater than 10 years@ Only when a failed
oversized, low-efficiency unit is replaced with a properly sized high
efficiency unit does the payback times become attractive (4-8 years) in the
lower parts of this reyion@ They still exceed lU years for the very
northern states (WA, MT, NU, and MU)&
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The payback peri ods for the i nterlnedi ate area (Zone I I I ), whi ch are
the mid-central and the mid-Atlantic states, vary between the extremes for
the other two zones@ They are always greater than 10 years for the re
placement of an air-conditioning unit that is in good operating condition,
but they drop to 5 to 8 years if the existing unit need replacement (short
life expectancy) 0 Again, if the failed existing unit is oversized, the
payback times are reduced further (105 to 3 years) in this region0

It was recognized in this study that various factors, such as internal
loads, house construction, and window shading i uence the cooling energy
consumptione The influence of ttlese factors on the replacement air con
ditioner SEER values were investiated for the prototype house located in
Little Rock, Arkansase Assuming that the r-conditioning u t had a rated
EER of 10, the SEERs ,were calculated for this house assuming different
internal loads and ndow shading coefficients@ These calcu'lations were
also done for t ngs ranch house,7 whi is smaller than the
prot house, a la house wi 11 basement exposed in

cases, the ai oni unit was assumed to be
25% oversi and 50%

value did not vary among
the degradation the SEER

scena os@ was uded
on i s sma 11, and they

on the conclusions of is studye

It was in
fferent scena os'more

oversize was essenti
t i luence
should not have

evalu economic
r-conditioning unit havi

uni t @ The effects
eva 1uated usi ng the

It realized in
1ess an 3

existing t needs
mes in the northern and
attractive, varying from

In the mid-central and mid-Atlantic states,
between these extremes, varying from

oning unit needs replacement~ The results
lifornia could not be readily generalized because

the climate in that drea~

In all cases, it was found that oversizing the air ....conditioning unit
degrades the SEER@ Replacing an oversized air-conditioning unit with a
properly sized unit has the advantages of both lower initial capital cost
and higher SEER va 1ue@ It was determined that the SEERwou 1d be reduced
about O@2% for ea'ch 1% that the unit is oversizede Installing a high-
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efficiency properly sized replacement unit reduces the payback times@
Payback times in this case were predicted to be O~b to 1 year in the
southern states and 1 @5 to 3 years in the mi d-centra1 and mi d-At 1ant i c
states@

In the cou rse of thi s study, it 'was delTIonstrated that the DUE-2~ lA
proyram could predict the seasonal cooling energy use by comparing the
predicted and measured data for the ACES control house and four ttle
Rock test houses@ The agreement for the ACES control house was very good~

The agreement for the Little I{ock test houses was generally good,
nizing the assumptions that had made rega the 1; les0

evaluation the
e us va ation in

i rements are
t (wnen it is
to sati

festyl e was shown very
summe r coo1i ng enef'YY use ina horne @

internal loads, thermostat setti
a by rna nua1 cont
allowed to run) and ral venti 1

the occu

4

6 ration~ can
E neers,

8@ U Oepartment Energy, De an Energy
Kenewable Resource Measures e the Final ReS Rule,
pared in support of U@S@ Department of Energy, Resi
Conservation Service Program, Final e Amendments,
47(123), 27752-27803, June 12, 1982$
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Table 1* Replacement air conditioner cost/benefits for six selected cities

CD ® ® ® ® ® (j) ® ®
Seasona1 Eneryy Seasonal

Consumption cooling Energy Savings
Percent (kWh) load SEE~ (kWh6City oversize EER = 6 EER = 10 (MBtu) EER = 6 EER = 10 EER6-EER10 5 %EER6-oi EER10

Albuquer4ue, 0 5060 3148 26.471 5.. 23 8.41 1912
NM 25 5387 3344 26 .. 587 4.94 7.. 95 2043 2556

50 5704 3534 26.634 4.67 7.. 54 2170

Bakersfield, 0 71~9 4385 37 .. 115 5.18 8 .. 46 2774
CA 25 7621 4662 37.312 4.90 8.. 00 2959 3661

50 8046 4917 37.370 4.64 7.. 60 3129

little Rock, 0 6160 3784 33 .. 784 ~,,48 8 .. 93 2376
AU 25 6589 4041 34 .. 048 5.. 17 8 .. 43 2548 3207

50 6991 4282 34 .. 222 4 .. 90 7.. 99 2709

Mi nneapol is, 0 1488 1022 6 .. 687 4 .. 49 6.54 466
MN 2S 1581 1077 6.828 4.. 32 6 .. 34 504 638

50 1660 1125 6.883 4.15 6.12 535

Orlando, 0 9895 5982 56 .. 966 5.76 9.. 52 3913
Fl 25 1U618 6415 57 .. 450 5.41 8.. 96 4203 5324

50 11306 6828 57 .. 769 5.. 11 8.46 4478

Washington, 0 3171 2014 16.787 5.29 8.34 1157
IJC 25 3398 2150 17 .. 059 t> ..02 7.. 93 1248 1~88

50 3602 2273 17 .. 179 4 .. 77 7.. 56 1329

Table I .. Replacement air conditioner cost/benefits for six selected cities (continued)

(j) @ @ @ @ @ @ @ ©
Electricity A/e

price rati ny
City (~/kWh) (I3tu/h)

Al buquerque, 189 .. 48 26,UOO 9UO 1440
NM 9 .. 91 202646 253 .. 30 32,500 1U63 1700 7.. 60/2 ..85 5 .. 68/0 .. 85

215 ..05 39,UUO 1225 1960

~akersfield, 190 .. U2 28,000 950 1520
CA 6..85 202669 250" 78 35,000 1125 1800 8 .. 00/3600 6 .. 06/U688

214,,34 42,000 1300 2080

little Rock, 178663 28,UOU 950 1520
AR 7.. 52 191 .. 61 241,.17 35,000 1125 1800 8 .. 51/3 .. 19 6 .. 30/0 ..91

203,,72 42,000 1300 2080

Mi nneapo1is, 24 .. 74 18,000 700 1120
MN 5.. 31 26 .. 76 33 .. 88 22,500 812 1300 45 .. 27/16 .. 98 33 .. 06/5 .. 76

28 ..41 ,7,000 925 1480

Orlando, 228 .. 52 28,000 950 1t>20
FL b,,84 245,,46 310 .. 92 3b,000 112~ 18UU 6,,65/2,,49 4,,89/0 .. 71

261 .. 52 42,000 1300 2U80

Wash; ngton, 73 .. 82 23,000 825 1320
DC 6..3~ 79 ..62 101 .. 31 28,750 969 1550 17,,88/6,,71 13,,03/2 .. 04

84 .. 79 34,5UO 1113 1780
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Fig~ 5. Almul cooling energy aDd costs (7.52~/kWh) for Hudngs
two-story house in Little Rock, Ark8.llSU, with ceatral air eooditioo.iJlg
(two sizes and two EERs},
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